As a dynamic company with strong growth at international level, the Bricsys 24/7 team is looking for a front end developer. You will be part of our talented team of software developers and system engineers.

Your job

• Write and maintain our Bricsys 247 application which we are redesigning in Vue.js.
• We work in a small team where open communication and working together is key.
• Maintain our main website bricsys.com.

What knowledge do we expect?

• CSS pre- & postprocessing
• ES6
• Any modern js framework (React, Vue)
• Webpack, npm, yarn
• Git
• Responsive webdesign
• Clear and structured code (general mentality)

Bonus

• Typescript
• Notion of Mobile development or Nativescript, React native
• Writing tests with any test framework (Jest, Cypress)
• Canvas (WebGL, three.js)
• Basic backend notion

Interested?
Contact jobs@bricsys.com (English or Dutch)
Bricsys is a global provider of engineering design software and collaboration tools. We create .dwg-based engineering design software. Our customers enjoy friendly licensing and industry leading support at a fair price. We go the extra mile for our customers, and our people.

www.bricsys.com

What do we offer?

- A full-time job in Gent at Bellevue 5 (the UCO tower)
- Flexible hours and generous family vacation plans
- Competitive remuneration and a pension fund, meal vouchers, hospitalization & auto insurance
- A no-nonsense work environment, with a flat hierarchy and direct access to the company’s leaders
- An eclectic mix of team members and collaborators - it’s the Bricsys DNA!
- An opportunity to show initiative; to learn, to grow and to develop your own ideas
- Regular parties, pizza on Fridays and other great team activities